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New “Pentagon Papers” Describe
the Insanity of the Afghan War

By Lynne Bronstein
I first found out about the existence of Venice, California from a novel.
Gavin Lambert’s Inside Daisy Clover, published in 1963 (and filmed in 1965 with Natalie
Wood, Robert Redford and Ruth Gordon), was
the saga of a teenage singing film star who rides
the rough merry-go-round of Hollywood. But
Daisy Clover was born, she tells us in the novel,
in Hermosa Beach, and lives with her mentally
unbalanced mother in a Playa Del Rey trailer
park, in a building just off Santa Monica Pier,
and in Venice.
The time period of the book is the early
1950s. At that time, Venice Pier still stood, as did
Pacific Ocean Park. The Venice Peninsula was a
place of oil wells. Venice and the Ocean Park
area of Santa Monica were low-rent districts.
There really was a trailer park on the Playa Del
Rey bluffs. And there was a tram that traveled up
and down the Ocean Front Walk.
Daisy, wild and fresh like her name, has a
phrase for all of these beach towns: “cockeyed
dump.” She’s a beach kid who fends for herself,
eats hamburgers and hot dogs to avoid her
mother’s constant servings of canned refried
beans, and takes the tram to Venice Pier where
she records songs in one of those record-yourvoice booths that amusement parks used to have.
Daisy can’t say anything good about her life
in the trailer park. At the beginning of the book,
she notes that she sometimes goes outside and
sits on the trailer steps “just as I came into the
world. So far, I have been totally ignored. The
conformity around here is depressing.” (My late
friend Mary Lou Johnson, who lived in another
local trailer park near Washington Boulevard,
would have agreed with her).
By the second chapter, Daisy’s wacky
mother, known as the Dealer because she obsessively plays solitaire, moves herself and her
daughter to a couple of rooms “overlooking
Muscle Beach, where body builders work out all
day.” This was not the current Muscle Beach in
Venice but the original Muscle Beach just south
of Santa Monica Pier. “You might describe the
neighborhood as slightly run-down,” Daisy says
of her surroundings.
Alas, Daisy’s mother sits in bed smoking
and causes the Paradise Hotel to burn down. So
Daisy and Mom finally move to Venice.
–continued on page 10

EDITORIAL: Time To Pull Out
About 75,000 documents describing a war without a purpose in Afghanistan have been “liberated” from military computers with another 15,000 to come.
The documents describe, among other things, U.S. soldiers randomly shooting Afghan civilians
and Pakistan officials funneling U.S. funds to the Taliban. About 180 documents say the U.S. military believes Pakistan’s spy agency, ISI (Inter-Services Intelligence), has given support and guidance to the Taliban.
The documents appeared on the website WikiLeaks, which protects the source of submitted
material. However, the U.S. Army has arrested Army Specialist Bradley Manning, who apparently
tapped into the military’s computers and copied the material on CDs.
The original Pentagon Papers exposing the war in Vietnam were made public by Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Russo. U.S. Senator Mike Gravel entered 4,100 pages into the Congressional
Record, which insured they would be public documents. Then President Richard Nixon authorized
a break-in of the office of Ellsberg’s psychiatrist. This revelation contributed to Nixon’s downfall.
Our own Representative Jane Harman took a dim view of the public learning the real story of
the war in Afghanistan saying, “Someone inadvertently or on purpose gave the Taliban its new
‘enemies’ list.” But the real danger, as she must know, is that the whole military adventure has been
exposed. Harman also voted, July 27, to send more troops to Afghanistan.
One item that will not be found in the 90,000 documents is a justification for the war and resulting deaths and destruction (1,209 U.S. deaths and at least 20 times as many Afghan civilians). It
is time for the U.S. to immediately withdraw from
this quagmire. It is a meaningless war, as were
CASUALTIES
those in Vietnam, Panama, Grenada and Iraq. It
IN
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was unnecessary from the beginning.
The Taliban were never accused of being in1,215 U.S. Dead
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ing to CBS News, the Taliban told the U.S. that
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they would turn over Bin Laden if it would provide evidence linking him to the attack. Had the
31,888 U.S. Wounded
Bush administration complied, there would have
Iraqi Dead: 1.4 million
been no invasion or subsequent war in AfghaniCost of wars: $1.2+ trillion
stan, which is now the longest in this nation’s hiscostofwar.com • antiwar.com • icasualties.org
tory.
An immediate U.S. pullout would be a threat
to the government of Hamid Karzai, a former Union Oil executive, whose regime, on a good day, controls the capital and outskirts of Kabul. However, the United States has no right or business in deciding who the Afghans have in their government. It is almost a cliché to say that the U.S. cannot be the world’s policeman.
The U.S. should also end the occupation of Iraq for the same reasons. It should withdraw troops
from around the world, including Columbia, Germany, Italy, Japan, South Korea and other bases.
The billions of dollars used on these military adventures could be better spent reviving the
economy here at home.
We owe Brandon Manning and WikiLeaks a debt of gratitude for reminding us once again of
the futility of war.
–The Beachhead Collective 
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Campaign Spending
Dear Beachhead,
I appreciate the article Jim Smith wrote in regards to
the 53AD Assembly race. Lots of money were raised and
spent.
However, the article reported that James Lau, who
came in second, ranked #2 in money spent. This is
inaccurate. Nick Karno who came in third spent more
money than James Lau.
Here’s the link:
http://www.electiontrack.com/district.html?oc=AD53
Thank you,
Sandra Chen Lau
The writer responds:
At the time of our deadline for the article in June,
filings by “independent” committees supporting various
candidates had not be completed.
In those late filings, Lau did inch ahead of his fellow
Venetian, Karno. Lau’s “independent” support came from
medical associations, Asian-American businesses and the
Apartment Association, while Karno’s came from labor
unions. This minor "tweak" does not invalidate my contention that politicians buy elections, even in Venice.
Jim Smith

Dear Beachhead,
This week the Los Angeles City Council voted to embellish a $50,000 reward for information leading to the
killers of Michael McGuire. I became interested in this
story after reading about it in the Beachhead, the Venice
beach paper. I ride my bicycle around this area, going to In
& Out and Starbucks. It was with great sadness I understood this tragic event that claimed this young man’s life.
Last weekend I went to the service at the Venice pier,
where his surfer buddies gathered. I have been by the memorial on Louella Street several times, including last night,
and I have interviewed about a dozen people. So far I have
not reached any conclusions. The information I have been
able to gather from the streets is hardly evidence. For about
three weeks I have been studying the writing on the internet. Again, hardly any evidence or anything NEW. As a
result, I applaud the city of L.A. for putting up this reward.
In a city with countless unsolved cases, Michael
McGuire’s killers do not have to get away with this tedious
act. I saw 400 of his friends gather at the beach. One man
on Louella Street said what is true: “The streets have ears.”
Someone saw something or has heard something. Each
detail of that evening needs to be examined and reexamined to create descriptions of the suspects, the vehicle
and the weapon used.
I applaud the media for its limited coverage of these
events. The real source of truth in solving this crime lies in
the community. Those individuals with countless details
need to talk and write until fear and doubt become nil and
void. If we let fears and doubts about Michael McGuire’s
death control this investigation, we will be siding with the
killers. Our fears and doubts will be their biggest defense.
Come forward and shine the light on the despicable creeps.
Dennis Stankie

Unenvironmental Advertising
Dear Beachhead,
I couldn’t help but notice the hundreds – if not thousands – of small plastic American flags strewn all over
Venice, by “Tony,” the other day along with a card wishing
a Happy 4th of July from his family to ours.
Times are tough these days, and as a business owner,
myself, I understand the need to market and advertise services. But I’m concerned with his choice. Two days after his
campaign was launched, I already see many of these flags
in the gutters and blown all over the sidewalks, certain to
end up in the ocean. In addition to the plastic, the flag is
attached to a real wooden handle/pole.
Surely he must be aware how much this community
cares about the environment. I’ve talked to several neighbors who share my concern about these flags and we’re
saddened to see so much imperishable waste, and the wasting of precious resources.
Perhaps he would consider organizing a “Beach
Clean-up” event or similar positive campaign to help counterbalance the negative impact of these plastic flags. In any
case, I hope that in the future he might consider more environmentally friendly ways to promote his services.
Kind regards, pirco

Police Brutality
Dear Beachhead,
I was recently in the shopping center at Lincoln and
Rose having a good old time, when I saw not one, but two
acts of police brutality. The first was a man and a woman
being handcuffed by two undercover police officers. I
would have ignored it, but I was taken aback by the car that
the two officers were driving: it looked like a sleeper’s van.
With beat-up bumpers, scratches and a Mexican straw hat
on the dashboard, I would have never second-guessed it to
be an undercover cop car.
Just when I thought no one else was noticing, I saw a
pedestrian taking a picture of the scene. But the policemen,
looking more like out-of-shape trouble-makers than cops,
started snapping pictures of the pedestrian. The pedestrian
was then quickly approached by one of police, who put his
face just a few inches away from the pedestrian’s face in an
intimidating fashion and threatened to take them to jail if
they continued to take pictures of him or his car. The pedestrian appeared to play it cool instead of becoming confrontational, but legally we all have a right to take pictures of
anything that is happening in a public place. Far from it
being grounds for arrest, it is actually the only thing that
has been able to prove police brutality.
After the cops took off, I went back to talk to the people who had been handcuffed and get a scoop on the situation. As it turns out the gentleman, David Garcia, has been
a local at Lincoln and Rose for 42 years playing guitar,
washing windows or cars, helping people, and overall being
“the last of the true troubadours.” He and his lady friend
were just driving down the street when the undercover
police car started following them and then asked them
where the drugs are. Mr. Garcia told the policemen that he
does not know where the drugs are and that he does not
have any, but the policemen proceeded to search his vehicle
while he was standing against his vehicle, with his lady
friend, both handcuffed.
After not finding any drugs in the car, and because
Mr. Garcia chose to be cooperative instead of hostile, the
cops took off with the same bad attitude that they arrived
with. However, Mr. Garcia was left feeling embarrassed,
degraded and violated, wondering, “Why did they handcuff
me?”
I can’t help but feel bad for the innocent pedestrians involved and wonder how similar situations can be
prevented.
Sincerely, A Concerned Venetian

HUD Grant Will House
19 Homeless People
The Venice Community Housing Corporation (VCHC) recently received $1.3 million
from the Housing Urban Development (HUD)
to provide low-income housing to 19 people in
Venice who are homeless and suffer from mental illness or other disabilities.
The participants will have to pay thirty percent of their incomes in rent, and the rest will be
covered by the HUD through their Shelter Plus
Care program. The rent-subsidies will cover the
19 participants for five years, during which time
case managers from St. Joseph’s Center will
assist them with medical and mental health services.
“The building is a block away from the
beach, which will make it easier for the participants to adjust to being housed by allowing
them to remain in their familiar surroundings
and within their support systems,” said Kristen
Laskaris, development director of VCHC.
The building will be ready for move-in
January 2011. Meanwhile, solar panels are being installed to increase energy efficiency and
the entire building is retrofitted to allow for disabled accessibility.
– Greta Cobar



Atomic Bombs were used on cities for the first and
only time on Hiroshima (Aug. 6, 1945) and Nagasaki,
Japan (Aug. 9, 1945). Between 150,000 and 250,000
people were killed in the two bombings. This is the 65
anniversary of those attacks by the United States.

Navalette Tabor Bailey, Venice Pioneer, Dies at 95
By Jill Prestup
Navalette “Novie” Tabor, matriarch of one of
Venice’s first families,
passed away July 18. She
was 95, two months short
of her 96th birthday.
Born September 7,
1914, Novie was a lifelong
Venice resident. Her family
moved from Louisiana to
Venice when she was 6
months old, and she lived
for the last 52 years on the
property that her father,
Charles Tabor purchased
the year of her birth.
For many years Novie
was the person historians,
journalists and community
members called upon when
they wanted to know about
the Oakwood area of Venice. She had fond
memories of her childhood, but also acknowledged the discrimination and limitations she encountered as a black child. Although she was the
first black female student to graduate from Venice High School, it was a bittersweet celebration.
She wasn’t allowed to enter a skating rink, the
site of the graduation party.
As a young woman seeking employment,
discrimination of the time continued. During the
middle of the Depression, determined not to stay
home, she was refused employment at a five and
ten cent store. Instead, she found a job -- doing
housework, chauffeuring and taking care of
children -- that paid a dollar a day. The importance of self-esteem and her goal of being independent served her well through the decades.
In 1950, Novie was hired at Douglas Aircraft as an electrician installing junction boxes.
Later, while taking care of her parents, she became interested in nursing, a reflection of her
life of caring, and worked in a nursing home in
Santa Monica. She tried to retire at 62, but was
a popular care giver and stayed part time until
67. She recalled that one of the best rewards of
being a nurse was seeing a patient’s face light up
when she walked into their room.
Retirement for Novie meant the opportunity
to travel. When her father was ill, he mentioned
his desire to return to Louisiana to see how
things had changed. But he kept putting it off
until, at last, he couldn’t travel. He advised his
daughter not to wait and soon after he died, No-

vie began to explore the
world.
She took her first airplane ride in 1964, at the
age of fifty. It was a 29-day,
around the world trip, offered by Douglas. And that
was just the beginning. Novie island hopped six times
in the Caribbean and took
her grandson to the Far
East. She enjoyed cruising
the Mediterranean, South
America, the Panama Canal
and Alaska.
When Novie wasn’t
traveling the globe, there
were trips every two to
three months to Laughlin,
Las Vegas or Indian reservations to gamble. She
spent whatever she could

afford to lose.
While at home, Novie kept busy. She was a
member of the Oakwood Recreation Senior
Group since the late 70s. On Saturdays, family
and friends were welcome to stop by for dinner.
Novie was a gracious hostess and there was always more than enough delicious food. She generously allowed the Venice Historical Board of
Directors to have its monthly board meetings at
her home. Meetings aren’t always fun, but she
made them appealing by offering fabulous
munchies.
There are remembrances of Novie’s life in
picture-packed albums. If you’ve seen photos of
the filling-in of Abbot Kinney’s canals with
trucks, they belonged to her father’s business.
The feature article of the Argonaut’s Feb. 14,
1991 issue was “Blacks Who Helped Build Venice.” On the cover is a 1915 photo of Novie as
an infant with her parents, sister and brother.
In her infinite wisdom, Novie reminded
family and friends to enjoy life as it comes - do
everything you can do, do what you want to do.
There seems to be a lot of truth in positive thinking resulting in a longer life. That’s what Novie
did - ignore the unpleasant and focus on what is
good.
Novie is survived by son Alvin Christman,
daughter-in-law Cynthia Christman and, the joys
of her life, grandchildren Allen and Antonia
Christman, plus a myriad of relatives and friends
who will always cherish having Novie in their
life. 

Trouble on Ocean Front Walk
After the 2000 census, the Los Angeles City
Council deemed it necessary to redraw the council
district boundaries, presumably to accommodate
shifts in population. Accordingly, new districts were
created, one of which was the new CD11,
encompassing Venice, Westchester, West LA and
Pacific Palisades,. Council member Cindy
Miscikowski was appointed the representative for
this new district, over the vociferous objections of
large portions of their voting populations.
Immediately thereafter, talk arose about
“problems” with violence and bad behavior on the
Venice Boardwalk that needed some kind of city
supervision. The talk rapidly escalated into
discussion of the need for a means to regulate activity
on the Boardwalk and very shortly thereafter, the
initial steps to this end were implemented through the
establishment of a permit system for people wishing
to be present on the west side of the Boardwalk – the
area traditionally known as the Free Speech Zone.
Within a few months, the permit system was
extended to include a lottery for the purpose of
assigning spaces on the Boardwalk which had been
predetermined by the city’s Department of Recreation
and Parks. All of this was done in the face of fierce,
but ineffective resistance by traditional free
expression people.
A lawsuit charging violation of first amendment
rights was filed by opponents to the new system.
Unfortunately, a settlement was reached which
modified the implementation of the permit/lottery,
but did not address the problem of first amendment
violation. A second lawsuit met the same unhappy
fate and has led to wholesale commercialization and
egregious violations of those rights which are
rampant on the Boardwalk today.

Today, true artists, performers and free speech
advocates are being forced off the Boardwalk by citysponsored resale of commercial goods which has
converted the traditional Free Speech Zone into a
cheap and tawdry swap meet.
Criminal activity such as selling and/or swapping
of spaces, multiple family members – including minor
children- entering the lottery for spaces, illegal
vending (where such activity is proscribed by the
ordinance LAMC42.15) and improper vending where
vending is allowed (again, of a nature that is
proscribed by the ordinance) are epidemic. The
twelve black spaces which were presumably set aside
for true first amendment activity have been essentially
highjacked by aggressive commercial individuals and
groups of individuals who have threatened anyone
attempting to use them for their presumed stated
purpose.
Further, a reading of the ordinance reveals it is so
vague and inconsistent as to be unenforceable, even if
its intentions were to establish reasonable order on the
Boardwalk. The resistance maintains that such
intentions are illusory, if they ever existed.
Therefore, the resistors are actively seeking a
constitutional attorney who is willing to take this
issue on pro bono or for a modest fee, since these
resistors are for the most part themselves of very
modest circumstances.
If there is a local attorney or anyone else who can
help the resistance in any way, please, please contact
us at venicebeachboardwalkcoalition@gmail.com.
–VBBC Administrative Board
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Interview with
Navalette Tabor Bailey
and Jataun Valentine
(This interview originally appeared in the Beachhead’s March 2007 issue)
By Rex Butters
Beachhead: How long have you been with the historical society?
Navalette Tabor Bailey: Oh, about 20 years, I guess.
I know it’s been a long time.
Beachhead: What does the historical society do?
Bailey: They try to restore and protect the original
Venice. You know, they put up these monstrosities
now, just ruin the architecture all together. Upside
down houses, and everything.
Jataun Valentine: They look like bunkers.
Bailey: Until recently, Venice was just small cottages. It wasn’t designed to be a city, more of a resort.
That’s what Abbot Kinney had in mind.
Valentine: One of the things the Venice Historical
Society has been doing, they have all this history and
artifacts and it’s costing them a fortune to keep it,
because they don’t have a building of their own.
That’s their goal, to have a building where they can
show all of this history and things that they’ve been
keeping, that people have given them.
Bailey: Especially photos, you have to keep them
under certain conditions. When they built the library,
they should have had a portion of it so we could store
things. We’re trying to purchase one of those big red
trolley cars, but we can’t find one. Put it right behind
the library.
Beachhead: Did you get down on the old pier?
Bailey: I lived on the pier. That’s why I don’t care
about Disneyland. I’ve had it all my life. Mr. Reese
was the town decorator. He decorated the ballroom
and the pier. He had a crew of men who cleaned the
pier. He was in charge of everything, the plunge,
where to get your towels, all that kind of stuff. Everybody knew our family, so we could go on the rides
for free. We’d leave early in the morning and be gone
all day long. My father was a Tabor, he was a cousin
of Arthur Reese. And, his brother was a chauffeur for
Abbot Kinney. He willed him his house. It was sold
recently, the grand kids sold it. It’s sad. It was a beautiful old place. About 20 of the grandkids got married
there.
It was sort of like a meeting place. It was large
and our family was large, we would utilize the house
so often for social events. We couldn’t go anyplace,
we couldn’t go to any dances, because they didn’t
allow us in the ballroom. We had this big house, we
could do anything we wanted to do. My uncle was
very good about letting us use it.
Beachhead: Where was it?
Bailey: Sixth & Santa Clara. It’s still there.
Valentine: We went through it not long ago. They
were very nice. One thing I thought was interesting
was that wall made of hide.
Bailey: Leather walls all the way around. Full hides
each panel, beautiful.
Beachhead: Did you ever think it would get so expensive around here?
Bailey: No, I couldn’t imagine it. These flats they
built all over Venice after the war, they were selling
those for $10,000. I thought that was exorbitant. I
wouldn’t buy one. Now they sell for a million dollars.
Valentine: There were a lot of empty lots around,
now you don’t see any empty ones.
Bailey: We had that fear of losing, because my parents lost everything in the Depression. But, they
weren’t the only ones. It made you leery of conditions and you didn’t take advantage of things like you
should. Well, we’re still here, anyway.
Beachhead: Did you find work during the Depression?
Bailey: We didn’t have a lot of opportunities. We had
to make the best of what we had. When I got out of
high school I went to work in Malibu Colony, I was
working for a family up there. A dollar a day, 30 dollars a month, sometimes 16 hour days.
I graduated from high school during the Depression, 1933. I was the first black woman to graduate
from Venice High School. I didn’t want to be a burden on my family, because they were struggling, so I
got myself a job.
–continued on page 10
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Venice Cityhood
Drive Kicked Oﬀ
By Greta Cobar
Around thirty beautiful Venetians got together on
Sunday, July 25, to take back the old City Hall, currently Beyond Baroque, and Venice Cityhood as well.
What would it be like if we could make our own
laws, regulations and decisions right here in Venice,
instead of having some distant strangers make them
for us in distant and extremely different downtown
L.A.? What would it be like if we got to keep the
money generated by Venice, as the top tourist destination in Southern California, instead of sending it
downtown to be spent somewhere else? What if we
had the power to stop the nearly automatic approval
of new development that downtown is throwing at
us?
Everybody in the room seemed to agree that it
would be awesome. And the consensus also seemed
to be that if the residents of Venice were to vote on it,
it would happen. However, the Local Area Formation
Commission (LAFCO) is in charge of determining
the rules and procedures that cities have to go
through to either join or break away from the city of
L.A. According to LAFCO, more than half of voters
in the whole city of L.A. would have to support Venice’s de-annexation.

Art by Jim Itkin
Another, more likely option, of gaining cityhood
would be to amend the law that created LAFCO by
adding a “Buyer’s Remorse” clause that would allow
former cities to withdraw based on a majority of the
votes in that city alone.
The San Fernando Valley recently tried to break
away from the city of L.A., but was unsuccessful
because L.A. voters did not approve it. However, the
Valley was never a separate city, like Venice was
from 1905 to 1925.
On the other hand, the city of West Hollywood
recently gained its cityhood and prospered tremendously as a result, but their fight was also different
because, although part of the L.A. County, they were
not part of the actual city of L.A.
There is no past example of a city that was annexed and then de-annexed, so once again Venice
will have to make history. To amend the law that created LAFCO, we would have to lobby members of
the State Assembly or State Senate to introduce a bill.
Lisa Green, who is running for State Assembly and
who was present at the meeting, said that she would
most definitely introduce such a bill.
We have a long and rich history of victories here
in Venice, such as the overturn of the biggest eviction
in the history of the city of L.A. at Lincoln Place and
the defeat of permit parking with of the Coastal
Commission on two occasions. Through the years we
also prevented the gated community project at the
MTA lot, blocked the building of a freeway through
Venice three times, prevented massive shopping centers from being built at Lincoln Center and where
Costco is now, and made sure that our beautiful canals do not become another yacht harbor. As Tomito
Kakos said, “don’t approach Venice cityhood with
doubt, but as a process, the most important part of
which is your participation.”
There are 88 cities in the L.A. county, 42 of
which have less than 40,000 residents. Venice itself
has 40,000 residents, right about average for the
county. The city of L.A. itself, the largest in the
county, also has the most problems. Obama bailed out
the banks under the assumption that they are too big
to fail, but Jim Smith pointed out that they are actually too big to work, much like the city of L.A.. New

Two Views of RV Living
By Bill Rosendahl
We are making progress on a groundbreaking program to deal with the issue of people living in their vehicles in Council District 11.
As many of you know, city agencies and I
have been working very hard to develop a comprehensive strategy to come up with a solution
that balances restricted parking and law enforcement with social services for those who
need them.
Last month, the City Council approved
amendments to an ordinance that will make it
easier to restrict oversized vehicles from parking
on our streets overnight. At the same time, I
have been working to create a Safe Parking program, which would create designated areas
where economically disadvantaged people living
in vehicles could sleep lawfully, obtain counseling and social services, and begin the transition
to permanent housing.
The Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority (LAHSA), the City-County agency charged
with administering the program, has prepared a
draft Request for Proposals (RFP), a legal
document that solicits bids from social service
providers to run the program. The RFP provides
a broad framework and foundation for the program; more specific details will be worked out
with the community once LAHSA selects a service provider.
LAHSA will formally release the final RFP
next month, select a provider in early fall, and
launch the program before the end of the year.
In the meantime, I wanted to circulate the draft
RFP and ask for your feedback. I have also
asked my staff to prepare, in consultation with
LAHSA, a PowerPoint presentation, summarizing how the program was developed and highlighting some of its key elements.
This proposed program is the result of
months of collaborative effort by hundreds of
people. This is s smart and cutting-edge program
that builds on the successes of similar programs
in other cities, and improves and tailors them for
our community. I hope to launch the program
before the end of the year, concurrently with the
implementation of the Oversized Vehicle Ordinance.
In a few weeks, I will be holding a Town
Hall meeting to thoroughly discuss the program.
Prior to that, key members of my staff are available for meetings and briefings in smaller
groups. In the meantime, I welcome your
comments and feedback.
Bill Rosendahl is the L.A. City Councilmember
whose district includes Venice. 
Annexation and Secession Movements 1919 - 1939,
Vol. 2 of The History of Venice of America by Historian Arnold Springer is now available for reading on
the web at www.venicehistorybook.com
York, although a big city, is divided into Burroughs
and provides more local control than L.A. does.
The meeting was dominated by people expressing
anger, disappointment and frustration towards the city
of L.A. and its annexation of Venice. Logistics such
as police, schools and water were discussed, but the
feeling was that we would be able to easily manage
all those and in addition make improvements and provide services. Lisa Aycock recognized the fact that
even in Venice there are different viewpoints on issues, but stressed the fact that we all need to work
together instead of bickering.
In the 1950’s L.A. mayor Sam Yorty advocated
that “Venice should be all torn down and start over.”
Most of the canals and the lagoon were covered with
cement, the pier at Windward was torn down, and 40
percent of the buildings on the Boardwalk were destroyed, including the most beautiful building in
town, St. Mark’s Hotel. The money generated by the
oil wells in what is today the Marina peninsula was
used to build the pier in San Pedro, while the brand
new fire truck that Venice bought just before annexation was taken and replaced with an old one.
Venetians have had it with the abuse, neglect and
authoritarian leadership provided by the city of L.A.
Kakos inspired us all at the end of the meeting by
declaring that “this is the beginning of our journey
towards Venice cityhood.” The time has come for us
to rise to the occasion and take back our cityhood,
livelihood and ability to decide for ourselves. If you
would like to get involved, please email
cityofvenice@freevenice.org or call 310-396-2525. 

By Lisa Green
At the Venice Neighborhood Council (VNC),
July 20, Officer Peggy Thusing, stated, “The Oversized Vehicle Ordinance (OVO) will be implemented
on streets in Venice where we’ve tried for years to get
them off your streets.”
Silly me, I was under the impression the mayor
had instructed the City Council and Department of
Transportation to find other solutions in lieu of implementing a OVO? Is the City implementing the old
version?
The presenter of the Streets to Home Program, a
recently hired consultant in Rosendahl’s office, was
very unorganized, unfocused and scattered in her
presentation. I suppose she expected a hostile crowd,
and she got it from those angry NIMBY people, but if
you’re going to do the job you have to be able to take
the heat, stay on task. Yes, she had a tough task but
she just didn’t come across as the right person for the
task.
Some points of interest mentioned by the presenter(s):
• 250 vehicles counted that are assumed to be
people living out of cars, van and campers on
the Venice streets, no specific amount of spaces
for the program were identified but 40 was
used as an example;
• VNC will hold multiple meetings to inform
the community about the Streets to Home Program (Linda Lucks did a good job with a tough
subject);
• Apparently some believe that a good portion
of the people are living in vehicles but have
other alternatives, such as housing (believing
the LA Weekly article, I suppose);
• The streets to Home Program will provide
intensive case management, requiring a contract, and violations will result in termination
from the program (sounded very militaristic);
• No lots specified at this time, but only 5 vehicles per lot will be implemented;
Arturo Pina was quick to state that Rosendahl’s
office tried to help the angry NIMBY people but the
darn Coastal Commission on two occasions believed
the City of LA’s request was in violation of the
Coastal Act. When you lead with fear, or anger (same
emotion actually) you often tune out, losing your
intuition, and reasoning abilities, but wait there’s
more!
Officer Thusing was the most inappropriate telling the angry NIMBY people that they should tell her
which parking lots to exclude, because she has her
opinion as well, and she’s going to interject. Her job
as an police officer works only if she promotes fear,
and she’s trained at that. I like Officer Thusing as a
person, but I am not in agreement with the dialog
used. For example, “That her work to clean up the
library will be protected. “
We are speaking of people that are being cleaned
off the streets, with no services, no affordable housing available, etc. It’s unacceptable, this approach.
Most of the people I know that are living on the
streets or are sleeping in vehicles, are trying to get
housing, and have been on lists, but the lists are long,
and some of them just are not messed up enough?
Get the picture?
No? Well, let me explain, if you’re just poor, ya
know, not making enough to pay for the basics, to
receive many of the limited services an individual
must either be addicted, pregnant, mentally unstable,
or unable to hold down a job but have no fear, living
poor, and being attacked numerous times by other
members of your community will get you that ticket
to unhealthy mentality over time.
Yes, some of the angry NIMBY people were
vile, hateful and loaded lots of trash into our collective consciousness. The worst comment I heard utter
from a very inappropriate male was, “Maybe we
should kill the program,” alluding to the Streets to
Home Program.
So, the angry NIMBY people took the hate to a
new level last night, showing their emotional immaturity level exceeded their actions at the Coastal
Commission meeting last June. Sounds like we
should ask the City of LA to implement a program to
reconnect angry NIMBY people with their heart center but the residents of Venice will have to take on
that task.
Thankfully, I know many people in Venice that
believe the community is inclusive,and are working
to find effective solutions for the challenges we face
while we tolerate a small segment of our larger com–continued on page 10
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The  Great  L.A./Venice  Oil  Heist
By Patrick McCartney
Research by Arnold Springer, Charles Feick
and Moe Stavnezer. (Originally published in
the Feb. 1985 Beachhead)
The oil site the City of Los Angeles leased
out in 1964 on the public beach in Venice has
proven to be a sweet deal for the City. Los Angeles has received close to $5 million in royalties and bonus money from the site currently
operated by Damson Oil of Houston.
But, after a brief flurry of improvements in
Venice 20 years ago, the City has short-changed
Venice residents repeatedly since. Close to $1
million intended for improvements in Venice
have been diverted in the past, and another million dollars (and growing) is sitting in a special
fund, available for other beach-related capital
improvements.
In fact, hardly any money from the Beach
Improvement Capital Fund has been spent in
Venice in more than 10 years, since the bike path
was built. The reason for the inactivity in us of
the funds depends, naturally, on whom you talk
with.
One City Hall insider told me, “The principal reason the money hasn’t been spent is that
Councilperson Pat Russell doesn’t want to see
the money go to anything but the pavilion. It’s at
a political standstill.”
Al Carmichael of the City’s Park and Recreation Department told me that Russell is
“holding out. She would like to tear down the
pavilion and provide more parking.” While Pat
Russell waits, Venice deteriorates.
However, according to Carmichael’s boss,
Planning Director Joel Brightbart, the reason
Venice has not benefited from the Beach Improvement Account is that “The Department
hasn’t identified any projects to go forward
with.”
Since the oil-and-gas lease the City sold to
Socony-Mobil was on land owned by Los Angeles, the City bought the right to 16 and 2/3 percent royalties on every barrel of oil produced
during the 35 years of the lease’s life. In addition, Mobil paid the City a bonus of $1.63 million to drill from the one-acre site.
On top of that, the City obtained the rights to
another eight percent of the money derived from
sale of any gasoline distilled from the oil. Of the
City’s 14 leased oil sites, only
Venice and Rancho Park are located on City property, entitling
the City to an owner’s share of
the revenues.
To understand how favorable
this deal is to the City, you have
to know that, for the oil sites in
the City not on City property, the
City is only entitled to a pennyand-a-half-per-barrel wellhead
tax.
The Venice oil royalty alone
is worth 10,000 times more than
that to the City!
Because the oil pools tapped
by Mobil were within the coastal
zone, the State Lands Commission restricted the use of the
funds to coastal-related expenditures.
The Commission reserved
the right to approve of any expenditure more than $50,000
(raised to $250,000 in 1970).
When revenues from the Mobil
lease were received by the City,
they went into a special account—the Beach Improvement
Capital Account.
Twenty years ago, in the
days when Jack Kerouac was
writing beat fiction in Venice and
the beat café, the Gas House,
was being leveled to bring Venice “up to code,” Mayor Sam
Yorty noted the City’s responsi-

bilities under the Tidelands Trust and restricted
the $1.65-million-bonus to “development, maintenance and improvement of beaches.”
Yorty wrote the Parks and Recreation Department that “the City has a policy of investing
such revenues in the properties from which the
oil was extracted.”
That was good news for Venice, which in
1963 was in the trough of a long decline begun,
not without some irony, by the discovery of the
significant deposit of oil in the Venice-Marina
area in 1929. In a May, 1965 LAPD reporter,
the local Division railed against bong players
(noting favorably Santa Monica’s law banning
bongo playing), and the beatnik coffee houses.
In language any Venice hand will recognize the
police recommended “eliminating” the Seventh
West Coffee House from the area, since it was a
place “where youngsters mix with older people
where there are perverts, homos, prostitutes,
pushers, etc.”
By 1965, there were still 57 oil wells being
privately operated in Venice, remnants of the
350-or-so wells sunk during the mad rush of the
1929 Venice oil boom. In order to create the oil
lease with Mobil, Los Angeles pulled back the
variances which permitted the 57 wells to operate. Another threat to the lease (on City land—
remember the royalties!) was the proposed drilling from the Oakwood area by Standard Oil.
Standard had agreed to a million-dollar-bonus
and had drilled test cores, which were promising.
“We were afraid Standard would drain the
resources from under the City property,” the
City’s Jeff Druyun told me.
So the City muscles in on the Venice oil
field. The expected revenues fueled a series of
master plans for the Los Angeles beaches of
Venice, Dockweiler, Cabrillo, Will Rogers and
other parts of the 30-square-mile of coast and
tidelands that Los Angeles controls.
Anyway, from the first $1.65 million, Venice
Beach was allocated $893,000, with the remainder going to other Los Angeles City beaches.
Out of that sum came many of the public facilities that are heavily used by the public—basketball and paddle tennis courts, restrooms, recreation center, landscaping and beach-cleaning
equipment.

But before long, the first of several major
transfers of monies intended for Venice occurred, when $304,000 of the Venice allocation
was subtracted and given instead to the construction of the Cabrillo Fishing Pier in San Pedro.
Initially, Parks and Recreation was going to
build an extension to the Venice Pier. But the
State Wildlife Foundation, which was to provide
matching funds, insisted on a new pier in San
Pedro.
A more serious diversion of funds occurred
in 1974 with the destruction of Lick Pier—that
portion of the P.O.P (Pacific Ocean Park) that
straddled the Los Angeles boundary with Santa
Monica. Santa Monica had agreed to pay for 75
percent of the pier’s destruction, and Los Angeles agreed to pay the rest.
Meanwhile, the master plans for the Beach
Improvement Capital Account had been divided
into three parts—Phases one through three.
From the unfinished Phase One projects, the
City transferred the entire available $376,000,
more than $100,000 of which had been targeted
for Venice improvements like restrooms on the
peninsula and athletic and game areas of Rose
Avenue.
The stage was set for the City’s oddest use
of Venice Beach oil revenues. The City had
agreed with the State to build the Cabrillo
Commerce and Marine Museum in San Pedro
for a little more than $1 million. Producing
money from different accounts, the City turned
to the Beach Capital Improvement Account, and
raided the Lick Pier demolition budget for
$277,479, as well as an identical $277,479 from
the planned Phase Two and Phase Three improvements in Venice and elsewhere.
Gone was close to half-a-million dollars of
planning facilities in Venice. In addition to the
restrooms and Rose Avenue games area already
mentioned, the Parks and Recreation Department eliminated a proposed recreation center at
Washington Street, a seniors’ card area at Rose,
a tramway to shuttle tourists from parking areas
along the Boardwalk, parking lot extensions and
other projects.
Parks and Recreation had cut corners. They
technically required approval from the State
–continued on page 10

The Venice Peninsula Oil Field, circa 1930s. Note houses among the derricks.
– from Jeffrey Stanton’s Venice California, Coney Island of the Pacific.
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Adventures
at the Eco-Fest
By C.J. Gronner
July 10 saw Venice become even greener than
normal, with the 2010 Venice Eco-Fest setting up
shop down at the Boardwalk & Windward. It’s L.A.’s
largest free outdoor green festival, and everyone
seemed to be real into it ... and the timing couldn’t be
better, as our Earth continues to scream out for our
help amid disasters both natural and man-made.
There were some 150 booths and displays, all
showcasing ways to be more gentle with our precious
Earth. I chilled at the Free Venice Beachhead booth,
saw a ton of familiar faces and met a bunch of new
ones, as tourist season is in full-swing (even if the
sunshine hasn’t yet caught up). Everyone was very
receptive, and inquisitive too, about new technologies
and ideas to green up our lifestyles. Indulging in free
samples of stuff never hurts either.
There was a green parade, an eco art show, an
eco-apparel fashion show (bamboo is about the softest fabric ever... get yourself something made out of
bamboo, it will be your favorite thing you wear), a
vegetarian food court, some kind of magic water
booth that claimed to cure every ailment possible (I
felt pretty good after a swig, but then I’d also just
sampled some organic vodka), an eco kid zone, and
even a health and fitness stage at Muscle Beach. My
favorite was a SOLAR Sound Stage, where I took a
break from handshakes and paper distribution to
catch the madcap antics of The Superbroke Brass and
Tin and Strings Electric Marching Band Ensemble,
who stand for “Truth, justice and the elevation of the
human spirit,” which I can totally get behind. Ven-

ice’s own Suzy Williams also graced the
crowd with one of her
festive, jazzy sets of
pure love and fun.
I saw my pals
from Baykeeper,
where we discussed
me joining them for
an eco-dive soon for a
cool story. (If I put it
in writing it will
come, right?)
You could learn a
whole lot walking
around this festival
celebrating Earth and
our part in preserving
it ... and people were.
It was encouraging just to see that it’s
penetrating peoples’
minds more. Many
were the folks carrying cotton bags and
aluminum water bottles, perhaps a tangible sign that it’s all
catching on.
A sudden - and
completely weird, out
of character, freaky
for July (!) - rainstorm blew through
the festival towards
the end, which was
strangely appropriate considering the
topic of the day.
Climate change is
no joke, and it
really is now or
never. I heard one
scientist guy say
that it’s a few decades until the
Earth might just
kick us out (if
2012 doesn’t go
down first, as predicted).
That’s
scary, and
every time I
see the giant
gas-powered
SUV drivers
and the balloon shards
and bottles roll
ashore, I think,
“Man, we
might just
have to have a
weekly EcoFest just to
drill it deeper
into some of
the thicker
skulls.”
All-in-all, it
was a highly
successful and
great day, both
for seeing your
friends and
neighbors, and
for sounding
the alarm
about the absolute necessity of a Green
Revolution.
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Getting Around Venice
By Jim Smith
Most of use spend the majority of our time outside our houses on the streets and in the buildings of
Venice. The exceptions are those who use Venice as a
bedroom community from which they depart each
day on a long commute to a faraway job.
Unfortunately, transportation gurus and actual
planning is concerned almost exclusively with moving people long distances via freeways, rail and rapid
buses. Planning for getting around Venice is almost
nonexistent.
Cars aside, the most likely ways of moving
around Venice are bikes, shuttles, walking, and skating. That is, if we accept the premise that driving a
car only a few blocks, and trying to park it, is counterproductive. Driving a car also adds to pollution
and costs more and more as gasoline prices rise.
Electric cars reduce some of these problems but they
still must be parked somewhere. A previous Beachhead article (Nov. 2002) showed that nearly any place
in Venice can be biked to in 10 minutes or less.

Bikes
The Los
Angeles Dept.
of Transportation has finally
gotten around
to painting
bike sharrows
on a Venice
street. Abbot
Kinney Blvd.
now has the
image of a
bicycle here
and there on
the surface of
the street. Is it
a joke? What
do they mean?
There is no
explanation to
motorists about
how they
should alter
their driving.
Many drivers
run right over them.
Like some kind of cargo cult, the LADOT has
taken a symbol to designate a bike lane and smacked
it right in the middle of auto traffic. And smack is
what is likely to happen to cyclists who think they
have some measure of safety because of the sharrow.
The sharrows are just the latest example of LADOT’s
incompetence (or are they jokesters?) when it comes
to tinkering with AKB. A few years ago, they restripped the street to include a center lane whose purpose seems to be to allow parking for UPS trucks
when their drivers are making deliveries. Next came
the bizarre cross walk connecting Rialto and Palms.
Bizarre because it includes flashing lights for motorists which are invisible to those attempting to cross
Abbot Kinney. Is the light on? Is it off? Let’s gamble
our lives that it’s on. Here we go...crash.
While LADOT’s ineptness might be funny, it is
no laughing matter to those who have been hit by
cars, either trying to cross the street on foot or biking
down it. The sharrows will just make matters worse.

They don’t provide room for a car and a bike
side by side.
What Abbot Kinney Blvd. needs is less
cut through traffic and buffered bike lanes.
The street is now classified as a secondary
highway. But CalTrans, the state agency, has
indicated that it would be willing to drop that
designation and return AKB to the status of a
street, where traffic calming measures could
be used. Unfortunately, there is at present no
city of Venice to ask CalTrans to make it so.
And there is no way to impose a congestion
tax on non-resident drivers for using our small
streets as thoroughfares. Venice, after all, is in
the coastal zone. It is a destination for those
seeking recreation and relaxation. It is not a
short cut for those going to and from their jobs
in other cities.
A buffered bike lane is defined as a part
of the street devoted to bikes and separated
from car traffic. The safest way to do this is to Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa and girlfriend Lu Parker as he arrived
put the bike lane next to the curb and move the at the South Los Angeles Animal Shelter, July 19. Villaraigosa sufauto parking into the street. On Abbot Kinney, fered a broken elbow in a bicycle accident. Photo by David Crane.
this would involve eliminating the UPS lane
and having one lane for
Buses
auto traffic in
each direction.
Venice is fortunate to have routes of the Santa
Bikes would
Monica
Blue Bus as well as the MTA and the Culver
flock to the
City
Bus.
Yet, as far as I can tell service has not imstreet and cars
proved or changed in the 40 years that I’ve been ridcould still go
ing them. Of course, the fares have gone up. The only
their merry
significant improvements have been in “rapid” buses.
way.
The Blue Bus Rapid 3 is a fast, cheap and convenient
Again, the
way to get to LAX. I can’t imagine why anyone
lack of a Venice
would drive there any more. The new MTA Rapid 33
city administraon Venice Blvd. is useful for going down to L.A. City
tion makes
Hall to complain about something or to go to Union
planning and
Station to catch the Metrolink or Amtrak;however,
doing somewhen I took it to Union Station from the Venice Post
thing that
Office it took more than an hour. We have still not
makes sense for
caught up with the old Red Car speeds of 100 years
Venice a diffiago. In any case, Venice shuttles should link with bus
cult undertakstops to make them more convenient to ride.
ing.
L.A.’s
Walking, Skating
Mayor, Antonio
Villaraigosa,
suffered a broWhen testifying on the Venice Community Plan
ken elbow in a
back in the 1990s, I suggested that a Venice “walkbike accident in
ing, biking and skating zone” be created. I believe
July. He was riding on the bike lane when a taxi
that should still be a goal of Venetians. Automobiles
pulled out from the curb right into him. Had the bike
were not part of Abbot Kinney’s original plan for
lane been next to the curb, he, and many others in
Venice. It was to be a town of adequate mass transit,
similar situations, would have avoided injury.
including multiple trolley lines. There was even a
Buffered bike lanes could also be used on some
miniature railroad that snaked through Venice. Walkof our bigger streets (at least 50 feet wide) like
ing was the main thing, however. From the beginning
Grand, Main, Venice, Washington and perhaps Rose.
Ocean Front Walk and Windward Blvd. were closed
Lincoln Blvd. needs radical surgery. I would
to vehicles. The canals provided leisurely transportasuggest a trench be dug from the Santa Monica city
tion via gondolas.
limits to Maxella for through traffic. It would be
Walking doesn’t require much infrastructure and
similar to the tunnel on Sepulveda that goes under
skating can be done on buffered bike lanes (except on
LAX, but it would be much cheaper as a trench. The
the beach). However, sidewalks on many streets are
top of the trench would be open in the middle, letting
too narrow and should be widened. Horror of horrors,
air and light into the speeding thoroughfare below.
that would encroach on the world of automobiles.
Except for this gap, the top would be paved as a
Exactly.
street for local traffic. It would have room for one
Today, many people believe they cannot function
lane of auto traffic, a buffered bike lane and wide
without their cars. While a car is good to have if you
sidewalks. Pedestrians would be able to cross Lincoln
want to take a trip out of Venice, it’s not needed for
without first taking out a life insurance policy. Tear
90 percent of trips within Venice. Let’s all take a vow
down that wall of traffic! Reunite east and west Ventoday that we will not fire up a car to take a trip
ice!
within Venice except when absolutely necessary. I
believe that Venice would become even more of a
paradise if everyone would do this. 
Shuttles

The wrong way
to ride in traffic.
AKB photos by Jim Smith

Venice needs shuttles for both tourists
and for residents. Tourists could ride a
shuttle from parking lots a mile or
more away. Residents, particularly
seniors and disabled, could ride to
markets and other Venice shopping
areas. Fares could be adjusted as they
are on the Vaporetto (water bus) in
Venice, Italy, where tourists pay 6.50
Euros for a ride while residents pay
only 1.10 Euro.
Of course, seniors (honored citizens as they are called in Portland,
Oregon) should ride free. The shuttles
should be all electric and perhaps include London-style double-decker
buses to entice tourists to ride them.
They could be a source of revenue for
the future city of Venice.

Buffered bike lanes
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Ode to Swami X

Swami X Speaks

Swami oh Salami you are just a slice
in my sandwich of life full of wisdom
& love, words of ruff kindness.
Direct connection to everyone’s Soul,
you are the Dharma Tiger on earth
for a while, patching broken hearts & minds,
bringing much joy to many.
You are a very rare jewel
this time around, simpatico
to Buddha, Lenny Bruce &
Mickey Mouse too!
You are a friend’s friend to all people,
a Galaxy of compassion & knowledge
sensitive to every twitch,
& you don’t miss a step
even when you sort of hesitate,
or stutter words of wisdom;
you are playful with people’s potentials.
Your middle name should be laugh
or Be Happy, as you say so often.
These words are for & of you, my friend
OM.
You ancient fuck.

If God is perfect, and
I’m not saying she isn’t,
why would she have the
need or desire to create,
project, manifest a phenomenal, limited world.
The only thing I can
come up with is, this is
the way she is. It’s her
nature, the way She, and
It, is. What else can I tell
you? Let me meditate on
It for a moment. God is,
and has been, forever. A
number of people don’t
have the attention span
to appreciate this truth
and reality, and that’s
where meditation makes its entrance. There never was a
beginning, nor will there ever be an end to God, and you
are that God. This is the highest philosophy. Thou art that.
Tat tvam asi. It is our spiritual destiny to realize that, It
being our essential nature of Light Life and Love, Truth,
Good and Beauty, Consciousness, Existence, Bliss Absolute. Our individuality is sustained and perfected in Consciousness Existence Bliss Absolute. Rejoice and buy me
a drink.
The finite is embraced by the Infinite, if you’ll
forgive my language. We all can’t be born again. Blessed
if we can find work that almost makes the rent. God bless
everybody. God is everywhere, in everything and everyone, forever, so rejoice by buying me another drink.
I’m feeling pretty good right about NOW. Every
moment is a doorway to eternity; if you don’t mind me
waxing mystical. After all, I am a Sagittarius, most of the
time. We Sagittarians tend to be fond of everyone, even if
they are distant, indistinct and dense. We enjoy travel and
exotic women in the Bohemian part of town. We like to
win when we gamble. A lot! We don’t like to get caught
cheating, however. We only resort to scamming when we
are desperately hungry and ready for a Big Mac. Occasionally, we are honest, noble, charming, charismatic and
obstreperous at intimate parties. 

16:29 Thursday, July 8, 2010, Dan Blocker State Beach,
Malibu..... Who is this old man mirrored back at me? Where did
HE come from? So mysteriously, He made his quiet entrance,
unannounced; And, likewise, did he catch me so suspensed By
living. Let my guard down. Unaware That he’d come creeping
up to find me here. His face, vaguely familiar. I should know,
Should recognize him readily. Who knew? Was not expecting
company. Strange fear Has seized my being. I did not prepare
For his arrival. Fortune was misplaced. A treasury of lines, gray
hair, all sensed Through weary eyes; nearly too tired to see.
Who let this old man in to call on me?.... Roger Houston of the
Talking Stick, Venice

–Cosmo

Made Up Joe
where are you now
who caused me so
many sleepless nights
inventing reasons why
you were not knocking
at my door or ringing
my telephone to explain
why you didn’t show up
your car crashed your
battered body clawing its
way back up some steep
ravine or the police mistaking you for another
tossing you into a cold
damp cell without access
to the outside world
and when you finally
show up without apology
or excuse i imagine that
your love for me is so
immense you could not
show it as another might
I knew we were soul mates
even after you left town
married that girl and had
two children i knew it because you called me once
when your wife was gone
I heard it in your voice
my friends claimed you
were bored but i knew that
you realized I was your one
true love, you wanted me back
only your kids and wrongful
marriage stood in the way
surely there might have been
another joe, selfish, false,
uncaring, cruelly absent who
looked a bit like you but
not to me joe not to me
–Joy Buckley

Night in Venice Beach
By Robert Watts
At Greta’s place, by the bay
We take our bikes and ride away
Down the bike-path, thru the sand
On our way to see the band.
An African band plays on the pier
Loud and hypnotic, for all to hear
A sea of people sit down below
Where else would you want to go?
The gathering dusk turns to night
Paper lanterns are shining bright,
We drink and talk and smoke
Jim can be relied on, for a funny joke
The “other-world” feeling is the one I crave
Down here on the beach, it’s my fave
Oh – the music’s over, time to go
That’s the end of this show.
We take our bikes and ride
Jim yells at everyone “Venice Pride!!”
“Free Venice from the Chains of Los Angeles!!!”
A slogan good for all of us.
A Venice free, unconditionally,
would keep more money, locally.
With this thought in mind,
I begin to unwind,
We wind up at a surf shop party,
Lots of hip people, very arty,
We hang around outside,
Up comes a young woman, she does ride,
stops to listen and catches my eye,
I should talk to her, but the moment goes by,
In a minute she’s off, on the fly,
We hang some more, drinking beer,
Then we’re off, Greta’s place is near.
Back in her nest,
it’s the best,
We drink, smoke, play music and all,
Then her neighbor pounds on the wall,
We’re a bit taken aback,
But Greta just gives him flack,
turns up porno real loud,
to show him, this party is allowed!!!
It’s a battle, I guess, but then time to go,
Jim and I go with the flow,
Back to the city, it’s a pity,
Fun-time is over………a nice stopover.

BOB’S ODD JOBS
with FAST SERVICE
Chaz Zawacki
"No job too small with unbeatable prices"
Free Estimates
424-214-9133 or 310-310-1062

10% off with this ad

Political
Cartoon
by
Khalil
Bendib

Ballona Wetlands

Oil Babble

Dear Granddaughter, he said
If I had only known.
I didn’t understand.
That, because of me,
You would never see
Land shining, water streaming,
Sunflowers baking, water birds soaring.

such importance on words
people in public life
digitalized forever

Yes, please, please forgive me
Had I known, had I cared,
For more than my greed
And self-important busyness of my life
I would have seen the beauty
But now it is lost
To you, this 30 years later.
Granddaughter, thanks to my greed,
No graceful landing of great blue herons
Or incredible common egrets, exuding peace.
Not seeing the delight in your eyes
At snowy plovers racing through ribbons of creek.
I did not know that these taught vibrant life.
This is what I mourn for your loss.
Please forgive me, can you forgive me?
For what I have given you, Grandaughter,
Are cemented boxes, blindly blinking windows
Vehicles smoking and choking,
Along more miles of black tarmack
With no place to view that brings peace to your heart,
Stilling you within the exquisiteness of wetlands.
How can I tell you my regret?
Had I known that there would be no more
No wetland for hundreds of miles
No feathered wonders of our seaside to land,
To nest, to treat our eyes to beauty,
This cycle of life I stole away from all the grandchildren…
Can you ever forgive me for what you will never know?
–Sharon Soeller

Plath Moon, Bukowski Night
i rush out the door
to buy my Wednesday lottery ticket
taking my white, goth dress
to drop at the dry cleaners. Haven’t
showered yet, but it’s Venice
after all & tonight
i’m happy to be alive.
In the sky, i see the full moon.
She glowers at me, a constant
stare i can’t shake. Deep lines
track her face & i know then
time is running out. The dead
yawn from their graves as i continue
on my errands.
On the way back, i decide
to stop at Small World Books
& look for the latest
Bukowski collection, poems
still attached to his fingernails
growing on his dead body.
What will Sylvia say, i ponder
when i abandon her for him?
The moon, mean with loneliness
stalks me from vendor to vendor
then vanishes as i breeze past
the Cat in the Hat selling
singular wireless phones,
past Zoltar, the Gypsy Fortune Teller,
& into Small World Books where
i make my lovely purchase.
Ahh, new & hard just like
i like it! It’s a salty night
& i’m ready for more grit.
i almost exclaim out loud
to the homeless man i pass
“Look! The latest Bukowski!”
but instead i simply hand him
a dollar bill & walk away, his words
“I love you!” left behind me.
They all love me, these homeless guys
but that’s another poem
for another day & here’s a toast
to Sylvia’s moon & Bukowski’s night
to resurrect once again.
–krista schwimmer
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can’t take ‘em back
but you can twist ‘em
in a circle the other way
infinity ...two loops linking
ah such is the way
of politician lawyers
and real estate land cancer
that splices the tongue
of a black crow
once green wetlands
creosote mud flats
drying in a desert sun
while the wind
winds through
barren toxic shores
and the last tree
struggles...
to grow
in man’s mire
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The Poem Takes A Hundred Years
To Come
By Philomene Long
The poem takes
A hundred years
To come
And then it blooms
At night
The branch almost breaks
Under her weight
She is old
She can bear the loneliness
Although she invented angels
She was driven out of heaven

–Shanna Baldwin Moore

Are you astonished
By her white mouth?

The Lords of the Earth

She will tell you
It is blood
That blood is
The silent country

By Jim Smith
The Lords of the Earth
recline in their private jets,
luxuriate on their yachts
with smiles on their faces
as they count their billions
of dollars and people
who do their bidding
in every country and workplace
and fight among themselves
for status and privilege.
Globalization
the world under their thumb
one word, one look from a Lord
can end the lives of millions
deprived of medicine
deprived of land
deprived of homes
deprived of food
deprived of hope
they wither and die
The Lords of the Earth
invisible to us
pull the strings
of their prime ministers,
presidents and premiers.
As we settle in for a night of TV.
Eyes and mouths open
we take our numbing drugs
and mumble about ball games
and Hollywood stars.
One day
we ordinary people
we who love the earth
and each other
will break into their fortresses
and drag their desiccated bodies
into the sunny day
where they will disintegrate
to the cheers of billions
of their slaves.

Its orchards ablaze
With the bleeding

THE THIRD ANNUAL
PHILOMENIAN
Publication celebration of

THE COLLECTED POEMS
OF PHILOMENE LONG
by Raven
Productions/Press
for her birthday...
August 17, 2010.
Readings by:
V. Virom Coppola
Mariana Dietl
Michael C. Ford
Hillary Kaye
Pegarty Long
Jim Smith
Short Philomene Films:

The California Missions
Directed by Philomene Long.
Narrated by Martin Sheen
The Irish Queens. A video portrait of Philomene Long with Pegarty
Long. Directed by Judith Binder.
7:30 pm, Tuesday, August 17
at Beyond Baroque
681 Venice Blvd.
Free

Onymous #7
Spell Against Enchantment
By francEyE
We call science science because it works, and we
Call magic magic because it only works when
We believe in it. I do believe in science,
And I believe in magic too, but not in all
Magic, and I definitely do not believe
in your magic, whoever you are are, if you are
Using it upon me. Whoever you are, you
Cannot hurt me with your spells or even
Affect me at all. Magic, in fact, sent to me
Will return to its maker; I am a magic
Mirror. Sometimes I see my strong bright animus
Shining, sending all harm home again to be loved.

Low tide at dawn
Mixtures of moisture and twilight.
Long pools of water
Flowing variable streams.
In a quiet offshore breeze.
Washed over silt.
Glassy layers
Coated patterned sands.
Gravity’s creation with matter.
Clouds mirrored in liquid crimson.
Broken shells of ancient life.
Arranged fractal and glimmering death.
Set by the water’s grace.
The mystery of now slain by the past.
Tears returned to the source.
Hushed inner dialogues silent.
Merged water and sky.
Seeing the blindness.
Driven into going.
Filled with knowing not knowing.
On footprints washed away.
–Ray Steding
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Interview with Navalette Tabor Bailey and Jataun Valentine
I was taking care of two little girls, doing the
hardest work. But one good thing, I had a car and a
chauffeur’s license. I drove the kids to school. I was
independent that way, on my day off they let me take
the car, which is the only good thing I got out of it. I
guess that’s why I stayed for that little of money. I
dressed myself, I wasn’t a burden on my family. I
stayed with them about four years I guess.
The woman’s family owned a lot of property in
La Cañada. Her family put her on a budget. They’d
only give her so much money a month, because she
was a spendthrift. She was kind of spoiled. One day,
she must have lost it. I had one day off, on Thursday.
I heard her on the telephone inviting a lot of people
over. It was the 4th of July, it came on a Thursday,
my day off. I’d made plans, I heard her, I said, “You
better call the employment agency in Santa Monica,
see if you can get someone out here to help you, because you know I’m not going to be here.”
She hauled off, and POW! She hit me in the face
and knocked me on my butt. I sat on the floor for a
minute because I was stunned. I shook my head, and
she was stunned too, because I didn’t get up right
away. I got up slowly to get my bearings, because I

was groggy. See, she didn’t know I could fight. My
cousins were all amateur boxers and they use to teach
me how to, 1-2-3 punch. So when I came up, I came
with a hay bale. I hit her, POWEE! And I threw her
up against a door, all this was in the little bathroom. It
got too much for her in the bathroom and she ran into
her bedroom, and I was right behind her. She turned
around and kicked at me, so I just grabbed her foot
and threw her on her back. Then I straddled her, and I
was whaling on her.
Her husband came in, he pulled me off of her,
and she said, “She hits like a mule!” She didn’t know
what I would do. I was taught to fight, I didn’t fight
like a woman, scratching. I was really throwing some
punches. She ended up with a wet towel on her face
begging me to stay. I hated to leave the kids, I was
attached to them. But, I called home and had them
come pick me up. I got another job, paid just as
much.
Beachhead: You’ve been here since 1915. If you
were granted the wish, what would you like to see
happen in Venice in the next hundred years?

–continued from page 3

Bailey: I’d like it to remain like it used to be, a mecca
of excitement. The railroad would bring car after car,
people would get off in droves. Now it’s cars. They
should never have gotten rid of the railroad.
Valentine: Those were the days, too, when we didn’t
have to have bars on the windows, didn’t have to lock
the door. That made a big difference.
Bailey: Everybody had passkeys. One key could open
any door, so why lock them?
Valentine: It was fun when kids could be kids and
stay out. Our parents didn’t worry about us, we didn’t
have the kidnapping. As long as we got home before
dark. Everybody knew everybody, too. It was a community. If you did something wrong, by the time you
got home, your parents knew about it. Neighbors
could discipline you, and the parents were glad they
did it.
Bailey: They had a curfew. There was a big whistle
that blew right where Bank of America is. But,
you’ve got to give way to progress. I know it will
never return like it was. 

The  Great  L.A./Venice  Oil  Heist  – continued from page 5
Lands Commission for spending more than
$250,000 on the Lick Pier demolition, but failed
to do so. Additionally, the City failed to inform
the Lands Commission of the transfer of those
funds until after the fact was accomplished.
Tell me if you follow the reasoning of Parks
and Recreation’s William Fredrickson in his
April 1974 letter to the Lands Commission: “To
make not a strict but rather a loose interpretation
of the entire transaction, it could reasonably be
inferred that what was done was imply a supplemental allocation to the Marine Museum Project notwithstanding the various transfers and
reallocations that the Department went through
(for whatever accounting and technical reasons
governed at that time).” Say what?
All this history might be nothing more than
sour grapes from someone who loves Venice, if
it weren’t for the fact that 14 more years exist on
the Venice Beach oil lease (now operated by
Damson, after Mobil cut its losses from the disappointingly small field and sold the lease in
1977). In fact, the City’s share of the revenue
from the lease ($212,000 in 1982-83 and
$224,000 in 1983-84) may soon increase if
Damson is successful in its quest for permits to
drill new wells.
Presently, $1,026,000 is held by the City in
two parts of the Beach Capital Improvement Ac-

Two Views
of “Oversized” vehicles
–continued from page 4
munity that has an emotional immaturity level that
screams “ inner child wounded.”
As someone who chose to leave a high paying
corporate job to spend my time bringing awareness,
assisting others to act, taking on lots of accountability, while working to get us back in balance with our
compassion, and concern for our planet and each
other, offering and working to find effective solutions
for very challenging issues, I found the tone from the
speakers of the City of L.A. departments very inappropriate, and filled with harshness for people that
are struggling economically, and working, and waiting for services that are not available. The spokespersons fueled the NIMBY people by repeatedly stating,
we’ll get them off your streets. The streets are public
streets, and all people are part of the public common.
Thankfully, Venice is love not fear. I never invited fear to move here but Venice is an inclusive
community so all are welcome. Maybe one day fear
will actually believe that fear is a waste of energy and
depart. In the meantime those of us that chose love,
we’ll have to work to mend the wounded, heal our
sick community, and get us back in balance with our
living planet, and each other. Love is the strongest
power in the universe.
Lisa Green is the Green Party candidate for State
Assembly in the district that includes Venice. 

count. Depending on who is right about why no
plans exist for improvements in Venice, residents in Venice could see a new round of public
facilities built, the destruction of the pavilion, or
repairs and replacement for many of the public
amenities such as resurfacing Speedway, new
irrigation systems for the dieing parkway, or the
like. (I’m upset that the City could afford only
$2,000 to trim the palm trees from Rose to
Washington—the contractor only made it from
Rose to Westminster, less that half the distance.
For the sake of a thousand bucks?)

One reason for the lack of current plans may
be the division of responsibility for the beach.
Since 1977 the County has assumed maintenance duties at City beaches, with the exception
of the pavilion area in Venice. Perhaps that is
why some staff in Parks and Recreation think
that the Venice oil revenues are suppose to only
go to the Pavilion. They are mistaken.
According to Joel Brightbart, chief planner
for the City’s Park and Recs, no regular communication is exchanged with the Country Department, which maintains Venice Beach. With
overlapping jurisdictions Parks and Recreation
officials don’t hear about everything. Neither
have they received many complaints from the
public about the disrepair of Venice facilities.
The County has plans to beef up the jetty
protecting its lifeguard headquarters, to re-do its
maintenance yard, and restore some of the parking destroyed in the 1983 winter storms. But
they are not in the business of providing facilities to the public, according to head planner
Larry Turvis.
“We don’t envision the sandy beach to be
used like inland areas. We want to reserve it for
sandy beach.”
What the City—or Pat Russell—intends for
Venice remains to be seen. 

Inside Daisy Clover’s Venice
“It’s a Spanish joint and must have been
pretty fancy once. Inside there’s an open courtyard with balconies running all the way around
each floor. We go up two flights of iron steps
and past lines of washing to reach our apartment,
which is one big room with three alcoves—not
bad for $35 a month.” (The year was 1952).
Daisy gets a screen test after she submits
one of her pier-booth vocal recordings to a
movie studio talent contest. She is “discovered”
for the movies but is informed that she will have
to live with her (greedy and jealous) older sister
and that her mother is to be committed to an asylum. After hearing this news, Daisy, depressed
about her future, sits on a canal bridge over one
of the dried-up canals in the Peninsula.
“It’s supposed to be exactly like a bridge in
Venice, Italy, there’s quite a few of them around
here because once upon a time some millionaire
who must have been nuttier than the Dealer
though I never heard they committed him,
started building a complete imitation Venice Italy right where I’m sitting.”
Daisy thinks that Abbot Kinney’s idea of
a replica of Venice never “caught on” and was
never finished, so that “today it’s the creepiest,
most beautiful ruin you ever did see.” She describes the oil field, empty, a suitable place for a
person to feel depressed.

–continued from page 1

The rest of the book takes place in “Hollywood” wherever that may be—a movie studio
in the Valley, residences in Beverly Hills and
Malibu. But Daisy finds herself longing for the
“cockeyed dumps,” returning to Venice Beach
on her birthday to discover a colorful little
beach-front café, a gay/lesbian hangout where
people seem to like her for herself.
Later on, with her career in the waste
basket, a sadder but wiser Daisy lives in New
York’s East Village, finding the atmosphere
reminiscent of the beach towns where she grew
up.
One wonders what Daisy Clover would
think of the changes that have happened to the
beach front during the last 50 years. Condos
raise their heads where the “beautiful ruin” stood
in the oil field. The canals are now lined with
expensive homes. Daisy Clover might see this as
appropriate allegory for her own life – the funky
but sincere neighborhood given a “makeover”
and glamorization. The beauty of Daisy Clover
herself is that she remains a feisty Venice brat all
through the story. You can take the girl out of
Venice but…….
All quotes are from Inside Daisy Clover,
by Gavin Lambert. 

CommUnity Events – day by day
Sunday, August 1
• 10am - 33rd annual Festival of the Chariots parade
on Ocean Front Walk. Free

Monday, August 2
• 7-10pm - MoZaic Monday. Open Mic. Talking
Stick. Free.

Tuesday, August 3
• 5-8pm - “True Angel” award will be presented to
Venice activist DeDe Audet by Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa at Stoner Avenue Recreation Center, 1833
Stoner Ave, L.A.
• 11am-9pm - G2 Gallery presents of the Great
Plains: Michael Forsberg. 1503 Abbot Kinney Blvd.
Free
• 7pm - Open Mic. Sign up 15 min early. Hosted by
Tom Gramlich and Byron Pfiefer. Talking Stick. Free.

Wednesday, August 4
•7-10pm - Miss Jesica and the Sugar Shack Attack.
Danny’s Deli. Free.

Thursday, August 5
• 7-9pm – Marina Summer Concerts “Classical
Thursdays” - A symphonic program featuring the
music of the Beatles and George Gershwin. Burton
Chace Park. 310-305-9545. Free.
• 7pm – Rickie Lee Jones sings at the Twilight Dance
Series, 310-458-8900. SM Pier. Free.
• 7-10pm Ron Meza & Planet Afrobeat. Talking Stick.
Free.

Friday, August 6
• 7pm – First Friday on Abbot Kinney Blvd. Open
shops, countless food wagons, Free.
• 7-10pm - Java with Javelyn’s music. Talking Stick.
Free

Saturday, August 7
• 8-10pm – Juke Joint Gang. Talking Stick. Free.

Tuesday, August 10
• 7pm – A Night of Festive Musical Goodness hosted
by Danny Moynahan. Talking Stick. Free.
• 7pm - The Venice Historical Society’s Lecture Series Presents “Bill Hahn Remembers - Memories
and Tales” at the Venice Library. Free.

Location Guide
• Abbot Kinney Public Library, 501 S. Venice
Blvd, 821-1769
• Beyond Baroque, 681 Venice Blvd. 822-3006
• Burton Chace Park, 13650 Mindanao Way,
Marina del Rey.marinadelrey.lacounty.gov
• Danny’s Deli, 23 Windward Ave. 566-5610
• Electric Lodge, 1416 Electric Ave, 306-1854,
max10@electriclodge.org
• Hal’s Bar and Grill, 1349 Abbot Kinney
Blvd., 396-3105 - www.halsbarandgrill.com
• Oakwood Recreation Center, 757 California
Avenue.
• Pacific Resident Theatre, 703 1/2 Venice
Blvd. 822-8392 - pacificresidenttheatre.com
• SPARC - Social and Public Art Resource
Center, 685 Venice Blvd. 822-9560 x15.
• Talking Stick Coffee Lounge, 1411c Lincoln
Blvd. 450-6052 www.thetalkingstick.net
• United Methodist Church and Auditorium,
2210 Lincoln Blvd. (at Victoria).
• Unurban Coffee House, 3301 Pico Blvd
Santa Monica.
• Vera Davis Center, 610 California
Avenue.(310) 305-1865. Fax 305-0146.
•Westminster Elementary School, 1010 Abbot
Kinney Blvd. (enter auditorium from Westminster Ave.) 606-2015

Ken Keseyʼs bus,
Further, in Rubber
Tramps, screening
Aug. 22 at 2210
Lincoln Blvd.

Wednesday, Aug 11
• 7-10pm - The original music of composer Brad Kay
on keyboards at Danny’s Deli. Free.
• 5-10pm – Venice Street Legends’ blues, country
and rock. Venice Bistro, 323 OFW. Free.
• 7pm - Soul, Funk, Jazz, Hip-Hop Organ Trio at the
Twilight Dance Series. SM Pier. Free.

Wednesday, August 18

• 7:00-9:30pm – “Waiting for Jack”, A Poetry Theater Event with LA Poets reading Beat Era Poets. Also
August 14 and 15. The Shortstop, 1455 West Sunset
Boulevard. $5 donation.
• 7-11pm - Opening Reception Reveal: John Park.
Cave Gallery. 507 Rose Ave. Free.

Thursday, August 19

Sunday, August 15
• 5-10pm – “It’s Blues Time!” featuring Tom Gramlich and the Mystic Miles. Special Guests. Talking
Stick. Free.

Monday, August 16
6-10pm - 7 Dudley Cinema presents John Cage
films. Talking Stick. Free.
Tuesday, August 17
* 7:30pm - The Third Annual Philomenian celebrating the publishing of The Collected Poems of Philomene Long. Readings by Venice poets and films. Beyond Baroque. Free.
• 7-10pm – The Venice Neighborhood Council Board
meets. Westminster School Auditorium.

Saturday, August 21
• 7pm, doors open, 8pm, show begins - “Even More
Prison Stories” read by author Maureen Cottter
about her days as a guard at Folsom Prison. An amazing show. Beyond Baroque. $7, students/seniors $5,
members free.
• 3-6pm - MESS, Jay Levin. Talking Stick. Free

Sunday, August 22
• 7pm - Film: Rubber Tramps with Ken Kesey,
Patty Warivonchik & Ibrahim Butler at Center for
Peace with Justice, 2210 Lincoln Blvd.. Free.

Thursday, August 26
• 7pm – Beatlefest British invasion singers at the
Twilight Dance Series, 310-458-8900. SM Pier. Free.
• 7:30-10pm – Mikal Sandoval’s “Speakeasy Night”
featuring D.Newman and the Musical Melodians.
Talking Stick. Free.

Friday, August 27
• 7-10pm – “Good Times Music” Funky Folks with
special guests. Talking stick. Free.
• 7-10pm - Subversive Cinema at 212 Pier. Free.

Saturday, August 28
• 7:30-10:30pm – Music Magique Presents the
rhythmic dances of Ashley Maher. Talking Stick.
• 6-10pm - Sponto Evolution Art & Music at Artisan
Venice. Pacific & Windward. Free
• 7pm - Cleo Laine and her ensemble. Burton Chase
Park. Free

Ongoing Events
• Free Food Distribution at Vera
Davis Center. 2nd & 4th Mondays,
12:30pm.
• 12-2pm - Thursday’s Blues at Uncle Darrow’s featuring “Joe Banks and
Friends” 2560 Lincoln Blvd.Free.
• 6-8pm - McLuhan-Finnegans Wake
Reading Club. Marina Del Rey Library, 4533 Admiralty Way. First
Tuesdays of the month. Free.

• 6:30pm - Venice Library Children’s
Pajama Storytime. Second and fourth
Tuesday evenings. Free.

Friday, August 13

• All day - Venice Beach Music Festival. Sugar,
Bitch, Meet Me at the Pub, the Chuck Dukowski Sextet and more.
• 11am-1pm - Grassroots Acoutica Music. Charity
event at the Talking Stick. Donation.
• 4-7pm - Through the Eyes of Haitian Children,
photographs and “The Price of Sugar,” about slavelike conditions. Venice Arts Gallery, 1702 Lincoln
Blvd. Free.
• 7-9pm - Marina Summer Concerts’ Pops
Saturdays - Oscar Castro-Neves and his musicians
Bossa Nova on the lawn. Burton Chace Park. Free.
• 6-9pm - Opening Reception, Women Painters;
Sonia Nitaeri and Brook Harber. VOCA Gallery. 215
OFW. Free

• 7-9pm - The Marina del Rey Summer Symphony
with 22-year-old violin soloist Hahn-Bin. Burton
Chase Park. Free.

• 5:30pm - Venice Library Wednesday
Movie Night. Call 310-821-1769 for
the upcoming movie.

Thursday, August 12

Saturday, August 14
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• 5:30pm - The Venice Surf and Skateboard Association meets at The Hotel Erwin in “The Loft.” Free.
• 6-10pm - Venice Art Crawl.com - at local galleries
• 7pm – Guitarist Mick Taylor, formerly of the Rolling Stones with the Tom Nolan Band at the Twilight
Dance Series. SM Pier. Free.

• 7:30-9pm - Every Tuesday - Visionary film or
documentary screening. 99 High Art Collective.
1108 Abbot Kinney Blvd. Free.
• 8-9:30pm - Every Wednesday - High Hatha Yoga.
99 High Art Collective. 1108 Abbot Kinney Blvd.
Free.
• 6-10pm - Every Friday - Get Happier Hour: Live
art, DJ’s, VIP Garden of Weeden for our customers
(specials). 99 High Art Collective. 1108 Abbot Kinney Blvd. Free.
• 6-10pm - 2nd Thursday - Psychedelic Surf Rock.
Mollusk, 1600 Pacific Ave. Free.
• 7:30-11pm - Thurs. - Fri.- Sat. - Live music. Thurs.
Acoustic, Fri.- Open Mic, Sat.- House band & guests.
Artisan Venice, 80A Windward @ Pacific. Free.
• 8-11pm Sundays & 9-12pm Mondays - Jazz at
Hal’s Bar & Grill, 1349 AKB. Free.

Get Your
Local Event Listed
Email your time, date and a brief description
to Calendar@freevenice.org by the 20th of the
month.
Calendar hecho en Venice by Karl Abrams

Support Your Local
Nonprofit Newspaper
The Beachhead Calendar is a public service to
the community of Venice. Our goal is to list
free events within Venice. If you charge for
your event, please consider taking out a $25 or
larger advertisement.

Support
your
local
Beachhead
Become a
subscriber
sustainer
advertiser
distributor
see
freevenice.org
for more
information

